Missense C168T in the Wiskott--Aldrich Syndrome protein gene is a common mutation in X-linked thrombocytopenia.
We describe a large Syrian--Lebanese family who clinically manifest X-linked thrombocytopenia (XLT). To date, five family members have undergone splenectomy with rapid and sustained normalization of their platelet numbers. Genomic analysis demonstrated that affected men in this cohort had the missense C168T (Thr45Met) mutation in exon 2 of the Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome protein (WASp) gene. Exon 2 is the commonest site for mutations associated with XLT and mild forms of WAS, and the C168T missense mutation is the most frequent. Detection of this mutation by restriction enzyme digestion provides an efficient screening test for prompt identification and for assessment of female carrier status.